
The Mobile Safety Alarm makes the life safer for elderly people at home and outdoors. Many people
with fragile health hesitate to exercise and visit friends. They are afraid they won´t get proper
assistance if they fall or need assistance by other reasons. With the mobile safety alarm, alarm calls
can be made anywhere where there is mobile network coverage. The assistance staff can easilly find
the person in need through GPS positioning. The improved safety makes it possible for the elderly
people to continue to live an active and healthy life also when the health becomes weaker.

Initiate an alarm call

Alarm calls can be made by pushing the alarm
button on the mobile phone. If the fall sensor
is used, it automatically initiate an alarm if the
person fall.
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It is also possible to configure passive alarm.
If the user haven´t used the mobile phone
within specified time, for example 24 hours,
an alarm is generated.

Cansel false alarm

If an alarm was made by misstake, the user can
cansel the alarm.

Alarm centre functionality

Since the alarm customers mobile phone is equip-
ped with GPS, the alarm centre staff can locate the
person in need. They can call the alarm customers
mobile phone and the call is connected without any
need for the alarm customer to answer the call. The
alarm customers speaker phone is activated
amaking it possible to talk with the person in need
even if that person can't reach the phone.

Assistance functionality

The assistance staff use also GPS equipped mobile
phones. It makes it possible to see their own
location and the position of the person in need.

That makes it easy to find the alarm customer even
if the person needs help when he/she has made a
walk in the forest.
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The alarm customer is informed by the alarm
availability through status indicators. The indi-
cators display also if the phone or the fall
sensor battery becomes weak and if the alarm
customer is located within the region where
the welfare organisation provide assistance
services. If all five indicators show green light,
everything is working. Yellow light indicate
weak battery or low signal to the mobile net-
work.
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Integrity and Assistance security

The location of the alarm customers are only made
available for the alarm centre and the assistance
staff when an alarm is received.

When the welfare staff receive an alarm request, a
photography of the alarm customer is transferred to
the welfare employees mobile phone. That makes it
possible to identify the right person to assist.

Flexibility

The Mobile Safety Alarm is modular and flexible.
It is possible to attach different kind of safety alarm
sensors that suits different end-users needs. It could
for example be possible to attach sensors that mea-
sure changes in the body energy to initiate alarms
for people getting epilepsy attack.

End-User engagement

The Mobile Safety Alarm has been developed in
co-operation between elderly end-users, healthcare
and welfare staff, companies and researchers in
Sweden, Norway and Northern Ireland.
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Mobile Safety Alarm availability

Alarms can only be made when the mobile
phone is connected to the mobile network. If a
fall sensor is used, it has to be wirelessly
attached to the mobile phone to transfer alarms
to the alarm centre.

Fall sensor

Assistance availability

The welfare organization can only provide assis-
tance when he alarm customer is located in their
service region. If the alarm customer is outside that
region, the alarm centre will only be able to initiate
general society assistance services like ambulance
transportation.


